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RAVEL Pavane pour une infant défunte. Le tombeau de Coupe rin.
Bolero.  PIERNÉ Introduction et variations sur une ronde populaire.
ESCAICH Le bal. Tango virtuoso.  FRANÇAIX Petite Quatuor pour
Saxophones

This is a lovely and stylish
recording. The four French
saxophonists who make up the
Ellipsos Quartet are each virtuosos.
They blend together beautifully with
great expressiveness. Most of the
group’s performances on this disc
are of their own transcriptions, all of
which are marvelous contributions to
the art form. The players have the
ability to make their saxophones
evoke the sounds of many different
orchestral woodwind and brass
instruments, from flute and clarinet
to bassoon and trombone. The
Ellipsos is a very hip group, but hip
in a good way. They are all
excellent, well rounded musicians
who play with elegance and warmth
in a type of instrumental ensemble that has great popular appeal. Their
performances should attract both the neophyte just learning this music as well as
the connoisseur who savors the inventiveness and passion with which these
compositions can be recreated. The CD’s opening work, Pavane pour une infant
défunte , provides a touchstone for what the Ellipsos Quartet do. They create with it
an intimate and affecting sound world. The piece’s lyricism is ideally suited to the
saxophone.

The next composition by Ravel, Le tombeau de Couperin , permits a more ambitious
exhibition of the art of transcription. The order of the movements in Ravel’s piano
original is followed—minus the Fugue—rather than that of the orchestral version. In
the Prélude, the Ellipsos offer a good equivalent for the shifting colors of Ravel’s
orchestration. Their Pavane elucidates the antique dance rhythms as though in a
sculpture of a dancer. They interpret the Rigaudon with a flexibility no orchestra can
match. The Menuet’s slow tempo allows each player to phrase with maximum
expression. The concluding Toccata is a rolling ball of energy, throwing off sparks.
Gabriel Pierné’s Introduction et variations sur une ronde populaire was written for
saxophone quartet. It shows the composer’s customary craftsmanship, influenced
here by the peasant inspired works of Vincent d’Indy. The performance is sprightly
and rhythmically deft. Composer Thierry Escaich actually chose the works for the
Ellipsos to transcribe and perform. His Le bal exhibits an enormous, orchestral
expressive range for a small ensemble. The Ellipsos create a tonal world here that is
very French in its tartness. In the work’s dance elements, they reveal a penchant for
irony. At the start of Tango virtuoso , the sensuousness of the tango is established
immediately, with the quartet occasionally sounding like an accordion. They suggest
the fragility and brittleness inherent in a certain type of romance.

Jean Francaix’s Petit Quatuor for saxophones features a central Cantilène that is
touchingly played by the Ellipsos, framed by two outer movements suggestive of a
side show. The transcription of Bolero for saxophone quartet and snare drum is a
tour de force . It is no mean feat to keep an audience interested in five people
playing the same tune over and over again for 16 minutes. The transcription evinces
a ravishing feeling for orchestral color from the four horns, while harking back to the
famous tune’s Moorish roots. The Ellipsos judge the piece’s crescendo expertly,
always blending superbly and never having to blast away for effect. I hope that the
shrewd marketing gesture of ending this program with Bolero brings many listeners
to the CD. The sound engineering is superb, mellow, and full. Perhaps the fine
virtuosity of the Ellipsos Quartet will draw composers and audiences to the
possibilities of the saxophone quartet. Certainly this CD does everything right that a
chamber ensemble can do. Dave Saemann
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